FOR TRANSFER, DELIVERY & PERFECTOR CYLINDERS ON MOST PRESSES

BLUE GLASS - Glass Bead Anti-Marking film
 Glass Beaded Surface
 Durable, ink resistant
 Long-lasting, washable

 Available in Cut Sheets and Converted Jackets
 We use Heidelberg approved hardware on
all Converted Jackets

Blue Glass Anti-Marking film is custom manufactured to exacting specifications to provide the very
best Anti-Marking surface. The microscopic glass beads are designed to reduce the contact
surface area of the freshly printed sheet to the transfer cylinder. This allows for mark-less transfer
of even the most difficult coverage jobs.
The distinguishing feature of our glass bead anti-marking films is the uniquely formulated coating
process that seals the glass beads to the film and provides a Super ink resistant protective coating.
This not only firmly secures the glass beads but provides for easy cleaning and incredibly long life
of the product. This is in comparison to other films with a soft silicone coating that wears away
quickly, resulting in excessive ink buildup and short product life.








Dear Valued Customer,
Printing Research Inc., was established in 1968 for the sole purpose of researching and
developing products to enhance the quality and productivity for the Printing Industry. We are
proud to announce that our Product Development Team have created some exciting
improvements to our Blue Glass® Product Line.
For over a year now, we have received feedback from our customers that a counterfeit Blue
Glass material has been showing up in the marketplace. This material is of a substandard quality
and has been mistaken as a PRI product in the marketplace. We have also received feedback
from our customers that our dark blue color makes it very difficult to see “at a glance” if the
jacket requires cleaning.
Due to these concerns, our team has developed a way for the market place to not only identify
our product as authentic PRI Blue Glass® but to also make it easier for the end user to determine
the need for cleaning. The most noticeable improvement will be in the color of the product and
the PRI Blue Glass® Logo within the beaded glass. We have also been conducting extensive
field testing on our proprietary finishing solution and the results from our R&D have shown that
PRI Blue Glass® now provides unmatched ink repellent properties which further reduces the
need for cleaning. This increase in the duration between cleaning will in turn result in a longer
product life.
We are very excited with these new improvements. We can assure you that these improvements
will provide your customers with cutting edge performance and the highest quality Glass Bead
Jacket technology available in the market place today.
We have samples available upon request. Should you wish to receive samples to hand out to
your Sales Representatives and Customers to assist in this transition, please feel free to contact
Phillip Jones @ pjones@superblue.net or Howard Carrithers @ hcarrithers@superblue.net and
we will get those out to you as soon as possible.










